


UNLEASH  
YOUR NATURE

“To UYN” means more than “to win”: it means testing your 
limits, achieving your goals and going beyond them, finding new 
motivation every day. To do this, you need all the help you can get. 
UYN offers maximum performance with outstanding comfort, the 
best materials and the most refined functions.

WE STRIVE FOR PERFECTION



MADE IN ITALY 

We have a goal, which is also our reason 
to exist: to create unique products never 
made before, disruptive innovations that can 
revolutionize the market. We have the ambition 
to succeed thanks to our long experience in 
the functional clothing sector, to an internal 
and groundbreaking production system, to 
an unparalleled research and development 
department. We are proud to carry out 
every phase, from the initial idea to the 
prototyping and marketing of the product, in 
our Headquarters in Asola, in the province of 
Mantua.

FIRST IN INNOVATION



RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT

AREAS - Academy for Research and 
Engineering in Apparel and Sport is a 
modern 3500 sqm laboratory equipped with 
sophisticated equipment (including a climatic 
cell, a thermal dummy and a 3D body scanner) 
for product study and testing. AREAS also 
conducts functional tests on athletes in 
partnership with CeRiSM (Research Centre 
„Sport, Mountain and Health“) of the University 
of Verona. The data collected make it possible 
to create truly innovative products with 
increasingly high levels of performance.

WHERE THE FUTURE IS BORN

T E S T E D  A N D 
A P P R O V E D  B Y



COMMITTED TO  
A GREENER WORLD

We do that not only by creating unique and innovative 
products, but also by respecting every element of the 
environment: water, air, earth. That’s why our team, 
coordinated by an environmental engineer, spends every day 
studying increasingly eco-compatible solutions. Sustainability 
is our definitive mission. It holds the highest value for us.

WE WORK WITH A SINGLE 
GOAL IN MIND: TO MAKE THE 
WORLD A BETTER PLACE

WATER 
SAVING OUR SEAS FROM 

MICROPLASTICS

AIR
WE USE ONLY  

CLEAN ENERGY

EARTH
WE PROMOTE CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY



UYN® TACTICAL
SERIES

APPAREL YOU CAN COUNT ON
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST



Run on a muddy trail, move swiftly through 
the forest, creep invisibly through the 
bushes. No matter how demanding your day 
is, with UYN TACTICAL collection you have 
the perfect clothing to face any challenge.

Lightweight yet durable, quick-drying, 
thermo-regulating and ultra comfortable. 
Our clothing is designed to support you in all 
conditions. 
Thanks to patented and field-tested 
construction technologies, we guarantee 
absolute freedom of movement and strategic 
protection for your outdoor activities.

UYN® TACTICAL
SERIES



HYPERMOTION

The innovative cut made of a single piece 
supports correct posture and unrestricted 
freedom of movement. 

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN BY CeRiSM
Tests carried out by CeRiSM (Research Centre 
„Sport, Mountain and Health“) of the University 
of Verona have shown that UYN shirts with 
HYPERMOTION technology exert significantly 
less pressure on the shoulders (both during 
movement and at rest) than shirts with a 
traditional shoulder construction. 

ADVANCED.
FREEDOM
SYSTEM

HYPERMOTION 

One seam in the back 
for ultimate freedom of 
movement.

PATENTED



COOLVENT

The channelled inner surface promotes a cons-
tant flow of air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools 
the body during activity and keeps the skin dry.

COOLS DURING
ACTIVITY

PATENTED



HEATMEMORY

The insulating air chambers of the 
HEATMEMORY technology protect the body 
against cooling down. This is especially 
important when your muscles cool down after 
the exercise phase. Your body stays warm and 
efficient.

WARMS IN REST
PHASES

PATENTED



RESIFIT

Knees and elbow joints are subject to high 
levels of stress during exercise. This is 
why these areas are enclosed with a three-
dimensional chamber system in order to create 
an insulating layer of air around the joints.

INSULATING 
MICROCHANNELS



DRYLIGHT  
TECHNOLOGY 

Anywhere sweat accumulates during sport, the 
Drylight technology by UYN® ensures wearing 
comfort. Thanks to its more permeable, ultra-
absorbent knitting technique, moisture is 
quickly transported outwards.

GOODBYE, HEAT. 
HELLO, COMFORT





MATERIALS THAT 
PERFORM,

NATURALLY
COMBINING PERFORMANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY HAS 
BEEN OUR MISSION SINCE DAY ZERO. IN ORDER TO 
ACHIEVE THIS GOAL, NOTHING IS LEFT TO CHANCE. 

THE EXCLUSIVE YARNS WE USE TO CREATE OUR 
PRODUCTS ARE NATURAL OR BIO-BASED AND 
FEATURE AMAZING ACTIVE PERFORMANCE. 

WE BELIEVE THEY ARE PERFECT FOR YOU, AND FOR 
THE ENVIRONMENT.



100% BIO-BASED.
100% FUNCTIONAL.

NATEX

The obsessive search for high quality 
materials led us to select Natex, a bio-based 
high-tech yarn. Natex represents the highest 
level of combination of performance and 
respect for the environment.

LESS SYNTHETICAL,  
MORE FUNCTIONAL 
• 25% lighter than traditional nylon
• 50% faster to dry than nylon
• 100% eco-friendly and petroleum free
• Bacteriostatic
• Anti-odor
• Ultra elastic



SOFT, WARM  
AND BREATHABLE

MERINO 
WOOL

Merino wool is famous for its minimal weight and seductively 
soft feeling on the skin. UYN further optimizes these 
outstanding material characteristics through a special 
manufacturing technology to achieve a pleasantly soft and a 
quick drying result.

MULESING FREE: We only use Merinowool from 
South Africa, where the cruel practice of mulesling 
(a process during which parts of a sheep’s bends 
are cut off) is illegal.



RAISING THE LEVEL  
OF COMFORT

TEXLYTE NANO

UYN® garments made with Texlyte Nano are 
extremely comfortable thanks to their pH-
balanced and hypoallergenic effect. At the 
same time, the high-tech fiber Texlyte Nano 
is very light, allowing air to circulate freely 
between the skin and the garment. This also 
reduces the overall weight of the equipment 
for lengthier periods of activity.

EXTREMELY 
LIGHT FIBER
• 34% lighter than polyester and 20% 

lighter than nylon
• Very low conductivity for a high level of 

insulation and thermal comfort
• Hydrophobic by nature and moisture 

repellent. It dries very quickly providing 
pleasant wearing comfort.

• 2.5 times more abrasion resistant than 
cotton

• Hypoallergenic
• 100% recyclable 



FUSYON
DEFENDER
SOFT YET
STRONG



FUSYON
DEFENDER
SOFT YET
STRONG

Thermoregulation is its mission, protecting the 
most exposed areas its added value. The FUSYON 
DEFENDER base layer line is made from extra-
fine Merino wool for effective insulation: it warms 
the body at low temperatures, wicks away sweat 
quickly and keeps the skin dry. The fabric‘s special 
manufacturing technique creates protective zones 
at the shoulders, abdomen, tights and buttocks for 
maximum comfort in all the situations adventure 
throws at you.

No excuses. This gear is built to defy heat. 
Ultralight and with integrated ventilation systems,
it is optimal for sport in hot weather conditions.  

For LOW
temperature

F O R

LOW
T E M P



Hypermotion
Exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum 
freedom of movement and body postural support.

Shoulder Pads
The 3D knit fabric has an increased thickness for 
breathable protection. This system helps to cushion the 
weight and absorb vibrations when wearing a backpack. 

Coolvent 
The channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow of 
air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools the body during activity 
and keeps the skin dry.
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FUSYON DEFENDER 
SHIRT/PANTS

2
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Heatmemory
Insulating air chambers store body heat and protect 
against cooling. This is especially important when your 
muscles cool down after the exercise phase. Your body 
stays warm and efficient. 

Resifit 
Knees and elbow joints are subject to high levels of stress 
during exercise. This is why these areas are enclosed 
with a three- dimensional chamber system in order to 
create an insulating layer of air around the joints. 

Drylight 
Anywhere sweat accumulates during sport, Drylight 
ensures wearing comfort. Thanks to its more permeable, 
ultra- absorbent knitting technique, moisture is quickly 
transported outwards. 

Iso Chambers
Thanks to their structure, ISO CHAMBERS increase the 
insulation power, preventing the cooling of the most 
sensitive parts of the body.
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AMBITYON
DEFENDER
ENHANCED

PROTECTION 



AMBITYON
DEFENDER
ENHANCED

PROTECTION 

Dynamic, sporty, designed to move in nature. The 
AMBITYON DEFENDER base layer line is the result 
of close collaboration with our athletes seeking total 
freedom of movement. Insulating protectors at the 
shoulders, abdomen, quadriceps and buttocks make it 
ideal for the most demanding outdoor activities. 

No excuses. This gear is built to defy heat. 
Ultralight and with integrated ventilation systems,
it is optimal for sport in hot weather conditions.  

For LOW
temperature

F O R

LOW
T E M P



Hypermotion
Exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum 
freedom of movement and body postural support.

Shoulder Pads
The 3D knit fabric has an increased thickness for 
breathable protection. This system helps to cushion the 
weight and absorb vibrations when wearing a backpack. 

Coolvent 
The channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow of 
air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools the body during activity 
and keeps the skin dry.
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AMBITYON DEFENDER  
SHIRT/PANTS

2
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Heatmemory
Insulating air chambers store body heat and protect 
against cooling. This is especially important when your 
muscles cool down after the exercise phase. Your body 
stays warm and efficient. 

Resifit 
Knees and elbow joints are subject to high levels of stress 
during exercise. This is why these areas are enclosed 
with a three- dimensional chamber system in order to 
create an insulating layer of air around the joints. 

Drylight 
Anywhere sweat accumulates during sport, Drylight 
ensures wearing comfort. Thanks to its more permeable, 
ultra- absorbent knitting technique, moisture is quickly 
transported outwards. 

Iso Chambers
Thanks to their structure, ISO CHAMBERS increase the 
insulation power, preventing the cooling of the most 
sensitive parts of the body.
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EVOLUTYON
XTREME
ACTIVE

COMFORT 



EVOLUTYON
XTREME
ACTIVE

COMFORT 

Breathable, ergonomic, comfortable: UYN Evolutyon 
base layers are made with Natex bio-fibre for perfect 
climate control with exclusive design for optimal 
body support. Ideal for intense activity at moderate 
temperatures. 

This gear is designed for being active at medium 
temperature. It keeps odor and sweat away, so you 
keep going and going in total comfort. 

For MEDIUM
temperature



Hypermotion
Exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum 
freedom of movement and body postural support.

1

Coolvent 
The channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow of 
air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools the body during activity 
and keeps the skin dry.
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EVOLUTYON XTREME 
SHIRT/PANTS

2

2

3
Heatmemory
Insulating air chambers store body heat and protect 
against cooling. This is especially important when your 
muscles cool down after the exercise phase. Your body 
stays warm and efficient. 

3

Resifit 
Knees and elbow joints are subject to high levels of stress 
during exercise. This is why these areas are enclosed 
with a three- dimensional chamber system in order to 
create an insulating layer of air around the joints. 

4

Drylight 
Anywhere sweat accumulates during sport, Drylight 
ensures wearing comfort. Thanks to its more permeable, 
ultra- absorbent knitting technique, moisture is quickly 
transported outwards. 

5
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Memorizing a new shape, 

without adding new seams

Through an exclusive manufacturing  

process, we allow a 3D knitted garment to memorize a desired shape.  

In this way we transform a tight fit into a comfort fit without adding seams and without 

affecting the functionality of the fabric.

EVOLUTYON XTREME underwear is also available in the Regular Fit version: it follows 

the shape of the body without compressing, promoting comfort as well as freedom of 

movement.

COMFORT FIT

REGULAR FIT

NO
SEAM

FUNCTIONAL 
ZONES



MOTYON
XTREME

ADVANCED
BREATHABILITY 



MOTYON
XTREME

ADVANCED
BREATHABILITY 

Everything starts from the foundations. Without the 
right basis, there can be no success. This also applies 
to clothing. Following this philosophy, UYN® has 
developed its Motyon base layer collection. The name 
is a programme. The entire range was designed so 
that sports lovers and ambitious athletes alike can 
concentrate entirely on their activity in spring and 
summer. Lightness, wearing comfort and maximum 
breathability characterise Motyon base layer. A 
collection that embodies success. 

No excuses. This gear is built to defy heat. 
Ultralight and with integrated ventilation systems,
it is optimal for sport in hot weather conditions.

For HIGH
temperature



4-Ways Ventilation 
Fine 3D ribs create a 2-millimetre gap between the skin 
and the fabric, allowing air to circulate more freely. 

Coolvent 
The channelled inner surface promotes a constant flow of 
air. It quickly absorbs sweat, cools the body during activity 
and keeps the skin dry.
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MOTYON XTREME
SHIRT/BOXER
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2

Hypermotion
Exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum 
freedom of movement and body postural support.

Drylight 
Anywhere sweat accumulates during sport, Drylight 
ensures wearing comfort. Thanks to its more permeable, 
ultra- absorbent knitting technique, moisture is quickly 
transported outwards. 
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ENERGYON 
XTREME

EXTREME
COOLING 



ENERGYON 
XTREME

EXTREME
COOLING 

Release your energy. Push your body to its maximum 
power. Throw yourself into high-intensity activities. 
Now there is Energyon – the undergarment so light 
that it becomes air. Thanks to the Flowtunnels 
advanced temperature control system, micro 
perforations and three-dimensional channels 
generate an exceptional air flow on the skin that 
cools the body and disperses excess perspiration. We 
were the first to develop it: with us your performance 
shoots into the future. 

No excuses. This gear is built to defy heat. 
Ultralight and with integrated ventilation systems,
it is optimal for sport in hot weather conditions.

For HIGH
temperature



Flowtunnels
Exclusive combination of micro-holes and 3D channels 
provides powerful ventilation 

1

2

ENERGYON XTREME
SHIRT

2

2

1

Hypermotion
Exclusive zero-seam shoulder construction for maximum 
freedom of movement and body postural support.



2

FLOWTUNNELS 

The combination of micro-holes and three-
dimensional channels provides a powerful 
ventilation in areas of high body heat 
production. A system of three-dimensional 
structures allows the air to circulate exerting a 
cooling effect. 

FUTURE OF 
VENTILATION 





UYN® TACTICAL
SOCKS 



COOL AIR
FLOW 

3D micro-channel structure for air circulation; 
keeps feet dry and at a comfortable 
temperature. 

WELL VENTILATED 
FEET

PATENTED



ERGOLOGIC
FOOTBED 

Anatomically shaped footbed for athletic stres-
ses and movement

COMFORT TO THE 
MILLIMETRE 



ASYMMETRICAL 
TOE
The tip of the sock is ergonomically shaped for 
the right and left foot, so there are no folds or 
lumps while walking.

PATENTED



TARGET 
COMPRESSION 
BANDAGE 

Anatomically shaped footbed for athletic stres-
ses and movement

COMFORT TO THE 
MILLIMETRE 

PATENTED



SHIN AND CALF 
PROTECTOR 

Cushioning protection that simultaneously 
guarantees air flow. 

REDUCE IMPACTS 

PATENTED



PRESHOCK 
SHIELD  

Absorbs shocks and protects the sensitive 
Achilles tendon with a 3D knitted structure. 

SHOCK ABSORBING 
TECHNOLOGY 

PATENTED



DEFENDER
MERINO 
SOCKS



Durable, thermo-regulating, intelligently cushioned 
to ensure strategic foot protection and maximum in-
shoe comfort. Ideal for cold climates and extremely 
quick-drying thanks to the exclusive combination of 
Merino wool with bio-based Natex yarn. Perfect for 
outdoor activities, long-distance hiking and carrying 
heavy loads.

EXTRA CUSHION
F O R

LOW
T E M P



Cool air flow 
3D micro-channel structure for air circulation; keeps feet 
dry and at a comfortable temperature.

Ergologic footbed 
Anatomically shaped footbed for athletic stresses and 
movement.

Anti-impactor 
Frontal shock-absorbent 3D knitted structure that 
simultaneously guarantees efficient foot ventilation.

Target compression bandage
Double asymmetric bandage with perspiration integrated. 
For localized compression exactly where needed.

Preshock shield
Absorbs shocks and protects the sensitive Achilles 
tendon with a 3D knitted structure.
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DEFENDER MERINO
SOCKS



2

5

COLORS

MID SOCK

LOW CUT

Black

Black

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Green

Tactical
Green



2IN
DEFENDER 

SOCKS



Double the activity and double the comfort with the 
2IN DEFENDER socks. Thanks to the unique Two 
Layers construction, these socks feature a double 
layer of fabric designed to reduce the factors that 
cause blisters. Three-dimensional micro-channels 
promote air circulation and help keep feet cool and 
dry for longer. The effect is enhanced by the exclusive 
bio-based Natex yarn that instantly disperses sweat 
and eliminates odour. Strategic protections maximise 
in-shoe comfort.

F O R
MEDIUM

T E M P

MID CUSHION



Cool air flow 
3D micro-channel structure for air circulation; keeps feet 
dry and at a comfortable temperature.

INNER LAYER OUTER LAYER

Ergologic footbed 
Anatomically shaped footbed for athletic stresses and 
movement.

Anti-impactor 
Frontal shock-absorbent 3D knitted structure that 
simultaneously guarantees efficient foot ventilation.

Target compression bandage
Double asymmetric bandage with perspiration integrated. 
For localized compression exactly where needed.

Preshock shield
Absorbs shocks and protects the sensitive Achilles 
tendon with a 3D knitted structure.
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2IN DEFENDER 
SOCKS

TWO LAYERS SYSTEM 

PREVENTS FRICTION THAT CAN LEAD TO BLISTERS 
The friction occurs between the two layers, while the 
inner layer is tight against the skin.
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5

COLORS

MID SOCK

LOW CUT

Black

Black

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Green

Tactical
Green

INNER LAYER 
- Ultra-thin
- Glove-like fit
- Perfectly adapted to  
   the shape of the foot

OUTER LAYER 
- Highly breathable
- Durable
- Shock absorbing



DEFENDER 
LIGHT 
SOCKS



Appropriate for high temperatures and humid 
climates, where breathability and rapid absorption of 
perspiration are essential. Made with bio-based Natex 
yarn that dries 50% faster than traditional synthetic 
materials and reduces odour. The Cool Air Flow 
system helps keep the foot ventilated. Anatomical 
design with Target Compression Bandage technology 
supports the arch to reduce foot fatigue.

F O R

HIGH
T E M P

MID CUSHION



Cool air flow 
3D micro-channel structure for air circulation; keeps feet 
dry and at a comfortable temperature.

Ergologic footbed 
Anatomically shaped footbed for athletic stresses and 
movement.

Anti-impactor 
Frontal shock-absorbent 3D knitted structure that 
simultaneously guarantees efficient foot ventilation.

Target compression bandage
Double asymmetric bandage with perspiration integrated. 
For localized compression exactly where needed.

Preshock shield
Absorbs shocks and protects the sensitive Achilles 
tendon with a 3D knitted structure.
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DEFENDER LIGHT  
SOCKS



2

5

COLORS

MID SOCK

LOW CUT

Black

Black

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Antelope

Tactical
Green

Tactical
Green



UYN® TACTICAL
SHOES

Durable yet ultra-light, elastic yet stable, exceptionally breathable yet 
strategically reinforced. UYN TACTICAL shoes reconcile opposites in a 

revolutionary way. Innovative zero-seam construction and high-quality natural 
fibres to offer the absolute comfort of a sock – with all the performance of 

technical shoes for demanding conditions.





With UYN shoes we have put nature at your feet because we believe that there is nothing more powerful than 
natural fibres. Pure MERINO wool and exclusive NATEX maintain the temperature of your feet constant and provide 
an antibacterial effect. No sweat, no smell.

Due to UYN®’s revolutionary production method  
combined with the Conflex Yarn, individual zones 
such as heel, toe and sides may be partially 
stiffened, while the other parts of the shoe retain 
their extreme elasticity. 

NATURAL & ANTIBACTERIAL 

FLEXIBILITY-AND-HOLD



These shoes are developed on the idea that there is always a better way. From 
the materials we choose, to where we build our products, we always look though 
the lens of product philosophy, responsible manufacturing, and community 
engagement. 

ECO-FRIENDLY 



HALOFLEX KNIT
PACKED WITH TECHNOLOGY
Haloflex shoes, produced without seams, fit every foot perfectly. The 3D knitted
technology enables the complete shoe upper, including the sole zone, to be produced
as one piece. In this way, specific areas can be equipped with different structures
and therefore different functions. This opens up completely new possibilities
in shoe development. Individual zones such as heel, toe and sides may be partially
stiffened while the other parts of the shoe retain their extreme elasticity.



YAK CASHMERE
THE SUPER-WOOL FROM THE 
HIMALAYAS
The yak knows how to protect itself from the cold. This large 
bovine, which lives between Mongolia, the Tibetan plateau and the 
slopes of the Himalayas up to 6,000 meters above sea level, has 
developed an extremely dense, long fur to survive even extreme 
temperatures - as low as minus 50 degrees! 

PRECIOUS
Yak Cashmere is among the most precious wool in the world

WARM
Suitable for temperatures far below zero

SOFT
With a diameter ranging from 16 to 20 microns, the softness of Yak 
fibre is similar to that of Cahsmere.

BREATHABLE
It absorbs up to 30% of its weight in moisture, performing better 
than most man-made fibres.

ODOR-RESISTANT
The anti-microbial properties of Yak Cashmere reduce odor 
formation

HYPOALLERGENIC 
Yak Cashmere does not contain lanolin which is the cause of 
most allergic reactions

YAK

C
A

S H M E R
E



MOVER
SHOES



Lightweight, ultra-ventilated, powerful. The UYN 
MOVER shoe is designed for long hours on your feet 
or walking. Made from a combination of Merino wool 
and recycled polyamide, it keeps the foot at the ideal 
temperature and quickly absorbs sweat. The elastic 
upper with patented AIR DUAL ventilation system 
features special reinforcements to withstand the wear 
and tear of everyday use and dynamic activities. The 
U-GRIP sole ensures an optimal connection with the 
ground.

A n t i b a c t e r i a l

Te m p e r a t u r e  
R e g u l a t i n g

N o  S w e a t

N o  S m e l l

Q u i c k  D r y i n g

M e t a l - f r e e



One-piece upper made from a blend of extra-fine Merino 
wool and recycled polyamide: ultra-elastic, breathable 
and thermo-regulating

Patented AIR DUAL ventilation system, integrated in the 
upper. The fine knit structure allows moisture to escape 
while preventing water penetration.

Insole made of Merino wool and recycled felt.

the most exposed areas feature advanced cut and 
tear protection, achieved through the extraction and 
stabilisation of polyurethane yarns.

The U-GRIP sole with rubber tread and Adaptive Lugs 
provides maximum traction on uneven and wet surfaces.
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MOVER
SHOES



2
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U-GRIP SOLE  

THE NEW BASE FOR YOUR ADVENTURES 

The base of our award-winning U-CONTROL sole, with additional 
features that make it high-performance on uneven terrain and 
wet surfaces. The rubber tread has a larger width and deeper lugs 
for greater stability. Adaptive Lugs that extend laterally change 
their shape to adapt to the irregularities of the ground, increasing 
traction. For the midsole, we used a low-density EVA resulting in a 
greater rebound effect and outstanding comfort. The heel design 
helps to absorb impact forces and return energy with every step.

BLACK COLOR

Patented AIR DUAL® 
ventilation system



RAID LITE
SHOES



UYN RAID LITE is the lightweight, athletic and 
exceptionally comfortable shoe for all day wear. Made 
of fine Yak Cashmere wool, the knit upper maintains 
a constant foot temperature, disperses sweat quickly, 
is naturally bacteriostatic and odor-resistant. The 
ultra-flexible EVA midsole bends naturally with your 
foot while the rubber outsole provides perfect grip on 
uneven surface. 

A n t i b a c t e r i a l

Te m p e r a t u r e  
R e g u l a t i n g

N o  S w e a t

N o  S m e l l

Q u i c k  D r y i n g

M e t a l - f r e e

YAK

C
A

S H M E R
E
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RAID LITE
SHOES

2

100% non-metallic construction1

Zero-seam knit upper: flexible and breathable for second-
skin like fit.2

Yak wool inner layer: thermo-regulating, anti-sweat and 
anti-odour.3

Recycled polyamide outer layer: good abrasion 
resistance, high elasticity.4

Insole made of Merino wool and recycled felt.5

Tune Laces system for extra mid-foot stability.6

U-GRIP sole with rubber tread and Adaptive Lugs for 
maximum traction on uneven and wet surfaces.7

7



1

6
U-GRIP SOLE  

THE NEW BASE FOR YOUR ADVENTURES 

The base of our award-winning U-CONTROL sole, with additional 
features that make it high-performance on uneven terrain and 
wet surfaces. The rubber tread has a larger width and deeper lugs 
for greater stability. Adaptive Lugs that extend laterally change 
their shape to adapt to the irregularities of the ground, increasing 
traction. For the midsole, we used a low-density EVA resulting in a 
greater rebound effect and outstanding comfort. The heel design 
helps to absorb impact forces and return energy with every step.

BLACK COLOR

YAK

C
A

S H M E R
E



DEFENDER 4
SHOES



UYN DEFENDER 4 is the quick and responsive 
shoe for all terrains. Waterproof yet breathable, 
with fine Yak wool for superior thermo-regulation, 
featuring puncture resistant midsole and toe and heel 
reinforcements, the DEFENDER 4 shoe is at home 
in any situation. The ultra-flexible knit upper offers 
maximum wearing comfort, the U-GRIP sole provides 
appropriate traction.

A n t i b a c t e r i a l

Te m p e r a t u r e  
R e g u l a t i n g

N o  S w e a t

N o  S m e l l

Q u i c k  D r y i n g

M e t a l - f r e e

YAK

C
A

S H M E R
E



100% non-metallic construction1

1

Zero-seam knit upper: flexible and breathable for second-
skin like fit.2

Yak wool inner layer: thermo-regulating, anti-sweat and 
anti-odour.3

3

Recycled polyamide outer layer: good abrasion 
resistance, high elasticity.4

4

Insole made of Merino wool and recycled felt.5

 Puncture resistant Kevlar midsole.6

U-GRIP sole with rubber tread and Adaptive Lugs
for maximum traction on uneven and wet surfaces.7

Reinforced toe and heel with liquid rubber.8

Elastic laces with locking system for extra mid-foot 
stability.

9

7

8

DEFENDER 4
SHOES

5
KEVLAR 
    MIDSOLE6
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U-GRIP SOLE  

THE NEW BASE FOR YOUR ADVENTURES 

The base of our award-winning U-CONTROL sole, with additional 
features that make it high-performance on uneven terrain and 
wet surfaces. The rubber tread has a larger width and deeper lugs 
for greater stability. Adaptive Lugs that extend laterally change 
their shape to adapt to the irregularities of the ground, increasing 
traction. For the midsole, we used a low-density EVA resulting in a 
greater rebound effect and outstanding comfort. The heel design 
helps to absorb impact forces and return energy with every step.

BLACK COLOR

YAK

C
A

S H M E R
E



WE DON’T
JUST WANT TO
TELL STORIES.  
WE WANT TO
MAKE HISTORY.

THE MOST 
AWARDED  
BRAND


